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This work presents a robotic-based solution devised to automate the product packaging in industrial
environments. Although the proposed approach is illustrated for the case of the shoe industry, it applies
to many other products requiring similar packaging processes. The main advantage obtained with the
automated task is that productivity could be significantly increased. The key algorithms for the developed
robot system are: object detection using a computer vision system; object grasping; trajectory planning
with collision avoidance; and operator interaction using a force/torque sensor. All this algorithms have
been experimentally tested in the laboratory to show the eﬀectiveness and applicability of the proposed
approach.
Keywords: Collaborative robot, object grasping, force control, collision avoidance

1.

Introduction

Not many examples of robotic applications can be found in shoe manufacturing industry, Pedrocchi
(2015), Hinojo-Perez (2016), Dura-Gil (2016), Jatta (2004), Dulio (2004). Next, some research
projects that use robot systems to increase the productivity in shoe manufacturing are reviewed.
The EuroShoe project develops an innovative robotic cell Nemec (2008) that is able to perform
finishing operations in shoe manufacturing, such as cleaning or polishing, using a force controlled
head. The purpose of project INTELISHOE (2013) was reducing the time-to-market in SMEs
of traditionally handcrafted goods such as footwear. The project SShoes (2013) implements an
adaptive production processes for footwear and insoles and develops robotic demonstrators and
3D design tools. Other researchers present in Vilaca (2007) a software application for optimizing
shoe sole halogenation and lead roughing processes. The project CecMadeShoe (2008) developed
advanced tools for the customization process (magic mirror), whereas project FIT4U (2009) aims at
responding to the growing demand for consumer oriented product customization, specially for sport
footwear. The project RoboFoot (2012) developed manipulation for non-rigid objects, programming
tools, and sensor-based control approaches to overcome the complexity of automating the shoe
manufacturing processes. Finally, the work described in Montiel (2007) uses object-oriented CAD
systems for designing heels and insoles.
Motion planning is essential to use a robot system for practical applications. It consists of
finding a path from the current configuration to the goal configuration satisfying constraints such
as joint limits and collision avoidance with the obstacles in the environment (Mei, 2016). An
important issue when using robots in unstructured environments is that the robots system has to
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react to dynamic changes, i.e., the planned trajectories have to be modified online using data from
sensors. For instance, this situation arises in human-robot interaction applications (Tsarouchi,
2016) (Tsarouchi, 2017), where collisions between the robot and the human operator have to be
avoided (Mohammed, 2017). For this purpose, several type of sensors are used: vision systems,
force/torque sensors, etc. For instance, a vision system can be used to visually detect the obstacles
in the environment and to guide the robot to the goal configuration using, for example, visual
servoing techniques Vahrenkamp (2008). In particular, in this work a depth camera (Microsof
Kinect camera, KinectSpecs (2016)) is used to generate a point cloud of the robot workspace in
order to compute a trajectory that avoids the detected obstacles.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Next section introduces the industrial application to
be solved using a robotic system, while Section 3 presents the hardware and software architecture
proposed in this work to cope with it. Next, Section 4 develops the robot control system to properly
perform the industrial task at hand. The proposed approach is applied in Section 5 to two actual
robotic platforms to show its feasibility and eﬀectiveness. Finally, some concluding remarks are
given.
2.

Industrial application

The approach proposed in this work for product packaging can be used for many types of industrial
applications. However, the work is focused on a specific application, the shoe packaging, in order
to illustrate the main characteristics of the method.
The footwear industry accounts for some of the shortest chain production runs to be found, e.g.,
eight pairs of shoes is the average order size in small and medium-sized enterprises. Consequently,
automation is nowadays more required to ensure competitiveness in this growing market. The
introduction of intelligent robotic technologies can contribute to overcome the complexity in the
automation of the associated production processes. The main diﬃculties to be faced are listed
below:
1. The high number of product versions due to the development of more than 200 diﬀerent
models for each season with diﬀerent sizes, leather quality, and colors per model.
2. Complex manufacturing process: for each model it is necessary to develop and manufacture
the last (the mould used to make a shoe); to produce the list of components (sole, heel, sock,
strap, inner parts, etc.); to cut the inner and outside parts; and to stitch inner and outside
parts to assemble them over the last.
3. The assembly process is very laborious (around 25 diﬀerent operations) and especially complex in fitting operations due the non uniformity and the diﬀerent elasticity of the natural
leather as well as the non-solid nature of the components, making even more complicated the
use of a robotic manipulator as can be seen in Bonert (2000).
4. Extensive demand of specialized staﬀ for quality control and packaging operations: each pair
of shoes requires cleaning, final inspection, introduction in the shoe box, and stacking up for
shipment.
Figure 1 graphically represents the tasks involved on item 4. This phase is one of the operations
with higher workforce impact. The “Introduce shoes into box” block shown in Figure 1 is a part of
the “Packaging Process” that can be found in the “Finishing phase”. The procedure is as follows.
Workers take the shoes, visually inspect them and, if everything is fine and no defect is identified,
proceeds with the packaging process, i.e., introducing each shoe into a plastic bag, and finally
introduces the pair of shoes into the box. The process usually takes around 20 to 25 seconds to a
human operator.

2
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Figure 1. Description of the finishing phase of a shoe manufacturing process

Figure 2. Hardware architecture

3.
3.1.

System Architecture
Hardware

This section describes the hardware components used in the robot platform and its purpose. Figure
2 shows the main system components and the communication interfaces used between them.
Arm. Two robot platforms are used in this work to to test the algorithms. Both are based on
Schunk modules, have seven joint modules of four diﬀerent sizes (PRL120, PRL100, PRL080 and
PRL060), with peak out torques ranging from 10 Nm to 372 Nm. The robots have a CAN bus line
which links the modules with the central computer.
Robot Hands. Four diﬀerent grasping devices have been used for the tests in this project. The
iCub hand from Italian Institute of Technology (used at the DFKI Lab), the IH2 Azzurra Hand
from Prensilia (used at the UMH Lab), a Festo industrial gripper (HGP-25-A-B Festo parallel
3
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gripper) and a Schunk industrial gripper (servo electric 2-finger-parallel gripper type PG 70).
3D Sensor. A Kinect camera (KinectSpecs (2016)) is used due to its high performance and low
cost. This device comprises a RGB camera with 1280x960 resolution, an infrared (IR) emitter and
an IR depth sensor. The minimum measuring distance for this 3D camera is around one meter.
Control PC. The computer used for the tests has the following characteristics: Intel Core i7
2600k, 4 cores, 3,40Ghz, 6Mb cache, Turbo Boost 2.0, RAM 16Gb, NVIDIA GeForce210 8Gb,
HDD ST1000DL002-9TT153 ATA of 2Tb.
3.2.

Software

A ROS platform over Ubuntu has been used for the experiments developed in this work. ROS
provides libraries and tools to help software developers to create robot applications as well as the
services of an operating system: hardware abstraction, low-level device control, etc. In order to
communicate the CAN modules (Schunk modules and robot hands) via a PCAN-USB interface,
the ROS package libpcan, LibPCan (2016), has been used. Other ROS packages that have been
used are schunk powercube chain, RosPCANdrivers (2016) and schunk hardware config. The robot
description is set up using URDF (Unified Robot Description Format), URDF (2016), which is an
XML format for representing a robot model.
4.
4.1.

Robot control
Motion Planning

As mentioned in the Introduction section, motion planning consists of finding a path from the
current pose (position and orientation) to a goal pose satisfying constraints such as joint limits and
collision avoidance with the obstacles in the environment. For this purpose, sensing is needed to
avoid collision when operating in unstructured environments. For instance, using the Kinect camera
mentioned in previous section, a point cloud is obtained, which is a set of 3D points representing
the surface of the detected objects. Subsequently, the point cloud is processed (segmentation,
filtering, model fitting, surface reconstruction, etc.) using the Point Cloud Library, PCL (2016).
Moreover, the ROS arm navigation stack, ArmNav (2016), allows to generate robot manipulation
applications using a set of stacks. For instance, the collision environment stack contains tools to
create representations of the environment for collision checking Hornung (2016), see Figure 3.
Furthermore, the constraint-aware Inverse Kinematics solver (arm navigation stack, ArmNav
(2016)) provides the constraint-aware kinematics for any serial robot combining the ROS collision
tool with Orocos KDL (2012) forward and inverse kinematics solvers.
A repository of motion planning algorithms is available in the OMPL (Open Motion Planning
Library), Sucan (2012): PRM, RRT, ESTS, SBL, KPIECE, BKPIECE, LBKPIECE, LazyRRT,
RRTConnect, etc. Hence, it can be selected the most suitable planner for the task at hand and
it can be chosen the values for its parameters. However, these planners may generate non-smooth
trajectories and, hence, smoothing is needed before sending it to the controller.
4.2.

Force Control

Either for objects in the environment moving very fast or objects occluded from the vision system
field of view, collisions between them and the robot cannot always be avoided. Therefore, for
security reasons, a collision detection algorithm is required to protect the human operator, the
robot, etc. For instance, when using the robot system described in section 3.1, this can be achieved
using the information provided by the force/torque sensor located at the robot’s end-eﬀector. Thus,
if the collision algorithm detects a collision, the robot stops its current task and switches to a force
4
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Figure 3. Avoidance of real or virtual objects

control mode. At this point the human operator can move the robot by pulling at the end-eﬀector,
so that the operator can relieve the system from the collision situation or to inspect the carried
item.
4.3.

Object detection

The stack RoboEarth, Waibel (2011), of ROS is used for object detection. This tool allows to build
up an object model using the data from the Kinect camera. Furthermore, it allows to find objects in
the scene which model has been previously stored. In the modeling phase, the object is placed onto
two sheets of paper, where Augmented Reality Markers are printed on. The Markers are tracked to
reconstruct the camera pose relative the markers. When the camera is moved around the object, or
viceversa, the camera pose is computed and the SURF (Bay (2006)) features are extracted using
OpenCV implementation. After that, the 3D position is determined using the depth information
from the Kinect sensor. The local point cloud of the object and the SURF features are stored for
several frames. These are the reference poses that are used for the object detection. Thus, the
SURF features are extracted from the camera image and matched sequentially against the stored
feature descriptor for each reference pose of the learned objects. The computational cost of this
process can be rather large depending on the number of objects and reference poses. In general,
3D object detection requires more reference poses to obtain a robust detection.
Furthermore, geometric model-driven approaches are used in this work to fit a 3D shape model of
the object (shoe, box, etc.) into the scene and to track it, Teuliere (2010). These methods reliably
compute the object pose information assuming that there is a priori knowledge of the location
where the model fitting has started.
4.4.

Grasping

This subsection outlines an algorithm to plan grasps using the object representation. The algorithm
is based on the grasp hypothesis generation implemented in the Simox toolbox, Simox (2016). The
5
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Figure 4. Grasp planning with restricted touch regions

algorithm presented there was extended to cope with restricted touch regions on objects. The input
for the algorithm are a kinematic model of the robotic hand, a 3D mesh of the object to grasp and a
grasp definition. The grasp definition contains a pre-shape of the hand and an approach vector. On
the object, a random approaching point x is sampled on which the vector nx normal to the surface
is approximated. Then, the pre-shape is aligned to this normal vector using the pre-shape approach
vector. The position in the space is selected in a way that with the hand opened (in pre-shape)
there is no initial collision with the object. To do so, the collision checking is performed starting
with a position close to the hand and moving the hand along the approach vector in negative
direction. When there is no initial collision for a position, the hand is closed with a constant speed
until all fingers are in contact. If there are more than two contacts, it is checked if all contacts are
within the valid grasp regions. If so, grasp quality is calculated based on the number of contact
points and it is checked if the force closure property of the grasp is fulfilled.
Figure 4 shows a picture of the grasp planning with red regions. The red areas on the object
indicate regions in which the robot is not allowed to touch the object (process manually performed).
The green friction cones indicate contact points that are valid, while the red cones indicate invalid
contacts. In the case of the displayed grasp, the grasp planning algorithm would reject it.
5.

Experimental Results

This section presents two experiments on two diﬀerent platforms to show the eﬀectiveness of the
trajectory planning algorithm to avoid the obstacles and the motion algorithm using force control.
5.1.

Trajectory planning and collision avoidance

The trajectory generated by the motion planning algorithm, see Section 4.1, should avoid the collisions between the robot (or the object that is carrying) and the objects in the robot environment.
In this experiment, the objects have been detected with a Kinect camera and the corresponding
point cloud has been obtained. Figure 5 shows a sequence in which the robot is carrying an aluminum stick from one side to the other of a rigid structure, which is marked with black and yellow
bands. The motion planning takes into account the starting and goal pose for the carried object,
its shape and the environment in order to properly avoid collisions.
5.2.

Robot motion using force control

Figure 6 shows an experiment, which has been developed to show the functionality of the collision
detection and force control described in section 3.2. The manipulator is moving the grasped shoe
6
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Figure 5. Automatic trajectory re-planning to avoid obstacle collision

from one box to another located on a diﬀerent table. At some point, the operator pushes the robot
end-eﬀector, the robot system detects the “collision” using the information provided by the force
sensor and the robot control switches to force control mode. At this point, the human operator can
freely move the robot end-eﬀector. Once no more external forces are applied, the robot goes back
to follow the previously planned trajectory. However, if large deviations from this trajectory have
occurred, the task could be considered as failed and a re-planning could be performed, e.g., using
the vision system, in order to obtain a new trajectory.
5.3.

Object recognition and grasping

The steps for grasping an object are as follows: firstly, the object has to be successfully detected;
secondly, a suitable grasping position has to be computed; and, finally, the object is grasped.
According to Moulianitis (1999), there are three main techniques for gripping non-rigid objects:
• Mechanical surface, in which the material is clamped or pinched between gripper fingers to
give high frictional holding.
• Intrusive, in which pins are fed into the surface or body of the material.
• Surface attraction, which includes the use of adhesives or vacuum.
The surface where the object is over, is considered an obstacle for the planning algorithm. Given
a certain desired grasp area for the shoe, the motion planner is requested to find an optimal
trajectory which brings the robotic arm from its current position to a fixed distance relative to
the shoe and with the approaching orientation vector according to the detected pose of the shoe.
The final shoe grasping from here will be performed ’blindly’ and the robot will move along the
approaching vector towards the shoe and close its fingers. Tactile information on the tips and palms
of the hand will provide the necessary contact information to complete the grasp motion (in case
that the robotic hand has this capability). In this case, compared to parallel grippers, the use of a
multifingered hand provides a higher level of robustness on the closing grasp, as the robotic hand
will enclose the shoe within its fingers and the grasp point location.
7
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Figure 6. Experiment on force detection and force control: The operator is moving the robot

Figure 7. Detection of a registered object. At LEFT a shoe and a plastic glass have been located and at RIGHT a milk package
can be easily recognized.

Figure 7 shows a scene where a shoe and a plastic glass can be seen (LEFT) and a milk package
over the two sheets of paper (RIGHT) described in Section 4.3.
This object detection based on RoboEarth is used to locate the object that is going to be manipulated. Figure 8 shows an experiment where a milk package is detected and is going to be picked
up. In this figure, real image and simulation image are blend to check that both of them matched
during the task.
To check the RoboEarth performance, an experiment inspired on Rigual (2012) has been implemented. A group of four shoes are introduced in the system database and then they are recognized
in the scene shown in Figure 7. To perform this test, different shoe models with different features
have been chosen. Results are shown in Table 1. For shoe No.1, detection at 60 cm is around
90% but it decreases for larger distances. In case of shoe No. 2, detection rates drop due to the
decorative holes of the object (toe hole and lateral holes).
8
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Figure 8. Combination of simulated and real experiment where a milk package is detected and manipulated.
Table 1. Detection results for shoes: Number of correct detections for each distance (out of ten).

Shoe type
Distance
Detections
(out of ten)
Successfully
grasped
(out of ten)

No.1

No.2

No.3

No.4

0.6 m

1m

2m

0.6 m

1m

2m

0.6 m

1m

2m

0.6 m

1m

2m

9

8

6

7

6

4

5

3

1

1

0

0

9

8

9

0

RoboEarth detection does not work properly with glossy surfaces. Shoe No. 3 is a patent leather
model and light reflections hamper recognition, but the worst case is for shoe No. 4. This is more
a wire structure than an object and, for this reason, it could not be recognized using RoboEarth,
not to mention about robotic grasping.
The shoe box (like a milk package), can be easily located due to its regular shape. In this sense,
accuracy is not relevant to introduce a pair of shoes inside a shoe box because this task has a tolerance of several centimetres. In addition, accuracy depends on robot speed as well. Robot speed
generates undesired inertia effect on carried object and in many cases the robotic hand has to be
closed tighter to avoid drops or slippage. To generate a larger force with a robotic hand is not
always possible due to object limitations or limitations of the robotic hand itself. In this work,
slow movements have been performed and, by the moment, no productivity information has been
obtained. Anyway, speeding up the robot movements remain as further work.
About grasping reliability, last row of Table 1 shows the number of times that the system has
successfully grasped the shoe (out of ten). For the cases No. 1 and No. 3, around 90% of grasps
were successful. For shoe No. 2 (more flexible upper), this amount dropped to 80%, but the worst
case, obtaining poor results, was for shoe No. 4. In this case, it was almost impossible to pick the
shoe up. Another important issue is weight. It establishes a speed limit for the robot movements.
As heavier the shoe is as slowly the robot should move.

9
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Table 2. Detection results for milk packages: Number of correct detections for each distance (out of ten).

Object type
Distance
Detections
(out of 10)
Successfully
grasped
(out of 10)

No.1

No.2

No.3

0.6 m

1m

2m

0.6 m

1m

2m

0.6 m

1m

2m

10

10

9

10

9

9

10

9

9

10

9

10

!!!!

!

!!!!

!

Figure 9. Complete
shoe grasping process including shoe detection, motion planning, reaching and grasping
!

Regarding other objects grasping, Table 2 shows the number of times that the system has successfully grasped a milk package (out of ten). For all cases, between 9 and 10 times (out of ten)
the package has been successfully grasped. Object detection is much more stable than in the case
of shoes as well. For widen distances, right detections are between 90% and 100%.
Figure 9 shows the process of locating the shoe, performing motion planning, reaching, and,
finally, grasping it. Using the previously defined detection methods, the Kinect camera is used to
detect the shoe and identify its pose.

10
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Figure 10. Example of robot integration in a production line.

It is interesting to remark that, in this work, initial grasping tests were performed using industrial
parallel grippers at both research laboratories (UHM and DFKI), see Figure 5 and Figure 6.
However, since certain shoe areas have to be avoided (e.g., not touched, see Figure 4), the use of a
multifinger hand provides a higher search space on which to find a suitable hand configuration that
robustly grasps the shoe and, at the same time, avoids touching certain shoe areas. For this reason,
the iCub hand, Davis (2008), was used for the advanced grasping tests at one research laboratory
and the IH2 Azzurra Hand, IH2Azzurra (2012), at the other.
6.

Workspace layout for robot application

The robot system developed in this work for product packing has been tested in previous section
in laboratory conditions. To transfer this system to an industrial plant, all the elements in the
robot workspace have to be properly designed and located. All together form a Flexible Manufacturing Cell (FMC). Figure 10 shows an example of FMC to integrate a robot in a production line.
Note that, an industrial robot has been depicted (instead of the self-developed robot used in the
laboratory tests) together with safety barriers in order to meet safety regulations.
FMCs have been widely implemented in modern factories, Tubaileh (2007). For an efficient use
of handled material, the FMC must take into account the special features of the process. When
a FMC is introduced in the factory layout, its location is determined following a reachability and
mobility criteria. The optimal FMC layout is obtained by minimizing the cycle time of the robot
joints required to perform a sequence of travel, as it can be seen in Fenton (1992) and Tubaileh
(2007).
Minimizing the cycle time of the FMC increases production rate. Many works have been focused
on optimizing travel time. Fenton (1992), Dissanayake (1994) and Mata (1998) presented research
works to get minimum travel time and minimum joint displacement between two positions. Once
the FMC position is chosen at the end of the production line, FMC integration is required. In this
sense, the following items need to be considered:
• Installation: The robot and cameras have to be affixed and its relative coordinates respect
to conveyor belts have to be measured. After this task, the robot is properly located on its
environment. In this step, emergency stops, speed limits, over-torque detectors, safety buttons (including dead man’s switch if needed), passwords, fencing barriers and auto-diagnosis
11
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have to be included in the FMC.
• Synchronization: Each event is triggered by a synchronization signal. Synchronization signals in this FMC come mainly from two sensors: the Kinect camera and the force/torque
sensor. In addition, factories with one or more robotic devices are usually provided of an industrial network in which FMCs have to be connected. It allows to send and receive detailed
parameters of the production.
• User interface: The user interface is the device that allows a factory operator interacts with
the FMC. This interface must be adapted to the industrial sector, the specific application
and even to the worker knowledge and terminology. This task includes operator training.
• Safety regulations: Although safety measures have been taken into account during the installation process, a special care about regulations must be considered. In this work, ISO EN
953 (2009), ISO 10218-1 (2011) and ISO 15066 (2016) have to be accomplished.
• Optimization: When the device is installed in the factory and above items are done, the
robot is still moving slowly. The most difficult task of the robot installation is to speed it up,
making the FMC as productive as possible. It involves many times the substitution of slower
hardware (commonly called bottlenecks) by a faster one. This is an iterative task that takes
a long time and it can be included as a continuous improvement task. In this work, this is
the toughest task of them all.
7.

Conclusion

In this work, a robotic system to automate the product packaging in industrial applications has
been developed. In particular, the proposed system has been specially conceived for the shoe
manufacturing industry. However, other products with similar packaging processes may benefit
with the obtained solution. An important part of this work has been selecting and testing the main
algorithms for the robotic system: object detection, object grasping, trajectory planning, etc. In
this sense, the experimental results obtained for all these algorithms have shown a good success
and allow us to believe that the proposed approach could be used in industrial applications in the
near future.
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